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Crunchy Cinnamon
Dog Biscuits
½ cup vegetable oil
¼ cup honey
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 egg
2 tablespoons milk
2½ cups whole wheat flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
½ teaspoon cinnamon
Directions:
1. Preheat your oven to 375 ̊F
and lightly grease a couple of
baking sheets.
2. In a large mixing bowl, add
the oil, honey, vanilla, cinnamon, milk and egg. Once you've
got that mixed, stir in the flour
and baking powder. Mix until a
dough forms.
3. On a lightly floured surface,
dump out the contents of the
bowl and then knead it until all
of the ingredients are incorporated and it can be spread with
a rolling pin. Roll the dough out
to about a ¼ inch thickness and
then either cut using cookie
cutters or a pizza cutter.

Dear Santa,
This has been a wonderful year, with lots of fun
things to do and lots ’n lots of love from my
great human family. I’ve learned amazing new
tricks, explored fascinating scents all over the
backyard and tried yummy, exotic treats (have
you ever had peanut butter, Santa?). I have an
awesome new life…but I miss having another
dog to play with! This holiday, would you bring
me a playmate, please?
I’ll be extra good and share my toys with my new buddy, give him room on the
couch and not mind too much when he gets to jump in the car first when we go for
rides. I’ll be a great big brother and help him learn how wonderful it can be to have
a loving forever home where there is enough to eat, a warm place to sleep and
plenty of kind words and soft pets.
Please make this holiday the best one ever, Santa. Bring me a great new dog to
play with and be part of my happy family!
Love,
Your Loving Four-Footed Friend

PLEASE HELP!
Of the more than 7,400 dogs and puppies Rover
Rescue has rescued, almost all have come from the
Southern Indiana Saveapet Shelter Partners who
work tirelessly to get these homeless dogs to
safety. But the van they use to transport the dogs
to us is failing, and they desperately need $25,000
to replace it!
Without this van, the transports will stop – and the
future for the shelter dogs will become very grim.
Please donate now at roverrescue.org/events/78 or send a check to Rover
Rescue in the enclosed envelope (be sure to include “Van” on the memo line).
Help us spread the word on your Facebook page to let other pet lovers know
about this urgent need right away!

Letter from the President
Dear Friends & Family,
As 2016 comes to a close, Rover Rescue is projected to help over 650 dogs and puppies find new homes this year.
Along the way, we have also had the opportunity to assist a few of our feline friends, a potbelly pig and several
chickens find forever homes. It’s been an interesting year! However, our primary focus remains the same – to give
homeless dogs and puppies a chance for a happy future.
Each dog and puppy in our foster home program receives all of the necessary vaccines, spaying or neutering and
preventative care for heartworms, as well as fleas and ticks. But not all of our canine friends arrive in good health.
This year Rover Rescue has provided surgical care to dogs needing ACL repairs, life-saving treatment for puppies
suffering from parvovirus and medication for heartworm-positive dogs. All of which require extended stays with our
foster families.
We are grateful that, with your generous support, we were able to afford the necessary veterinary treatments,
surgeries and medications to save the lives of our furry friends who needed a little extra care before they were
adopted. In rescue work, unfortunately, that is a luxury many groups are not always able to afford, whether it is
because space isn’t available or they don’t have the financial resources.
It is important Rover Rescue be able to continue its lifesaving work, and we will, with your help. Each year, we are
limited by the space that’s available in our foster homes. Have you considered volunteering as a foster family? You
would be providing a lifesaving temporary home for one of our desperate furry friends. Most of the dogs in our
program came from shelters where their time was up and they were facing euthanasia. Some had only a few days
left; certainly not long enough to be adopted from the shelter. Becoming part of the Rover Rescue foster program
literally saved their lives.
Together, we can continue to make a difference – one dog at a time. Make this holiday season extra special for a
homeless dog in desperate need. Become a foster family!
Warmest Regards,

Kelly Janulis, President
“He is your friend, your partner, your defender, your dog. You are his life, his love, his leader.
He will be yours, faithful and true, to the last beat of his heart. You owe it to him to be worthy of such devotion.”
– Unknown

Exercise Your Dog!
Exercise is just as important to your dog’s health and
happiness, as it is for you. Whether he’s young or getting
along in age, your dog needs a regular daily workout. It’s
especially important for athletic dogs and large, active
breeds. Of course, the type of exercise depends on your
dog’s age and fitness level.

Give a Gift of Hope
This season you can make a difference in the
lives of homeless dogs by becoming a Rover
Rescue sponsor. Go to RoverRescue.org and
click on Help Us and Donate for details.

Dogs are quite adaptable and eager to participate in
activities with you. From long walks in the neighborhood
to a game of frisbee in the park, you can easily find a way
to enjoy some healthy bonding time with your favorite
furry friend!
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Dog Park Do’s and Don’ts
If you’re thinking of taking your furry friend to the dog park, there are
some important things to consider before using this important space.
Take your dog’s personality into account before venturing into this
potentially stressful new territory. Dogs that are naturally shy or easily
overwhelmed may feel threatened when other dogs run up to sniff,
chase or bark at them. On the other hand, curious or really rambunctious dogs might intimidate or irritate their fellow park visitors.
Ask yourself – is your dog good in social situations? If not, he may
cling to you for dear life or become anxious and aggressive at a dog
park. That’s not a fun outing for your favorite furry friend! Some
dogs are more at ease interacting with their fellow canines in oneon-one play dates, while others simply prefer solitary walks.
Waiting to release all of your dog’s pent-up energy inside the park
could lead to poor behavior and worse results. It’s best to reduce
some of your dog’s excitement beforehand by walking him near the
park or around the perimeter where he can see and hear the other
dogs, but not participate.
Pick a park that has designated areas for your dog’s size. Smaller
dogs may get along fine with larger dogs at home, but might
become “prey” in a dog park with numerous unfamiliar dogs, and
that can lead to fights.
Ensure your dog minds his manners. The entire pack often rushes
to greet new dogs entering the park – don’t let your dog join them.
Instead, hold him back, then let him greet the newcomer once the
group has calmed down. Also, be sure your dog doesn’t play too
rough, become aggressive chasing his pals around, or pester
the humans.
Always watch your dog – don’t become immersed in checking your
email or get wrapped up chatting with friends. This time is for
your dog, and it’s your job to ensure it’s safe and fun for him. If his
behavior changes or you don’t like how another dog is interacting
with him, leave. Preventing bad behavior before it escalates is the
best approach.
Be sure the play stays “good.” Watch for the signs – good play
includes the classic play bow with the front end down and the back
end up, playful growling and a loose, bouncy body. Bad play often
involves stiff posture and rising intensity in the interaction, with no
breaks in play. When you observe those signs, it’s time to intervene
and break it up before fighting ensues.
Know when it’s time to go home. If your dog is being chased,
ganged up on or uncomfortable, it is time to leave. He may also
simply become tired and let you know he’s had enough fun.
When you get home, reward your dog with lots of fresh water,
treats and praise for a great outing!
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Put Something Under Our Wish List Tree
You can have our homeless dogs and puppies
wagging their tails this holiday by donating any
of the items on the wish list below!
Towels
Baby Gates
Paper Towels
Invitation-Size Envelopes
#10 Business Envelopes
Address Labels (Laser Jet-30/Sheet)
Puppy and Dog Shampoo
Dog Toys
Garbage Bags
Dog Treats
Dog Crates-New or Like New
Stamps
New Stainless Steel Dog Bowls
New Collars
New Leashes
Dog Beds
Laundry Detergent
Clorox Multipurpose Spray Cleaner
Give us a call at 630.897.7454 for a
convenient drop-off location.

Tails are Waggin’
We wanted to let you know
how HAPPY we all are to
have Ollie in the family. He is
such a doll and just a sweet,
sweet little man. He is a part
of the family, and we could
not be happier to have him.
Thank you so much!
Beanie is doing great with his new
brother Yoshi – he is so happy in his
forever home!

The Myers Family
Ollie with his new friend, Virgil

Hunter is a huge love bug
and I already fell in love. He
is so smart and already learning a
lot and you can tell he
is eager to please. He's
awesome for a little pup!
Thank you for everything.

Cody is wonderful. We are committed to giving him a life he never
thought was possible, with lots of
love, walks and treats. Thank you
for saving these animals' lives, taking them in as your own and finding
their forever homes. Please continue to share the love and do what
you do for these fur babies. In a
sometimes cruel world, I can still
see the light in your hearts.

Dear Rover,
We just wanted to thank you so much for what you
do! Reggie is a wonderful little boy and we just love
him. His personality is still blossoming, and we keep
falling more in love with him. Again, thank you for
what you do for those precious pets!
Suzaanne and Bob Bambrick

The Ninos

Stanley is Eager for
a Furever Home
Won’t you make this
sweet boy part of your
loving family?

Cheers to Our Newest Sponsor!
Our thanks go to our new Silver Paw
Sponsor for donating so generously
to our homeless dogs and puppies!
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Rocky helped his human
daddy propose to his
human, soon to be mommy.
Got engaged this weekend
and he was part of it!

Murphy, with his mom, Taffy
I was out walking and saw a woman walking her
dog that looked very similar to my Murphy. It
turned out, both were from Rover Rescue. Then we

Thanks for the Helping Hands

Once again, our good friend Brooke Scaccia requested donations for Rover Rescue instead of presents for her birthday. So our four-footed friends
want to send her three big WOOFS of appreciation!
(Translation: Thanks, Brooke!)

Zach Roberts with the donations they collected
Many, many thanks to Jose Castro, Zach Roberts,
Alex Ruiz and Aaron Swann in Mrs. Taylor's class at
Washington Middle School for organizing a donation drive for Rover Rescue!

Our wonderful friends at Jennings Terrace Assisted Living help us send out each edition of the Good Dog!
Gazette newsletter to you. We greatly appreciate all of their time and hard work – they totally rock!
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The Muffin Tin Game
This game challenges your dog's brain AND uses two of his
senses – sight and smell. It’s perfect for puppies and adult
dogs, even older pets.

Baby, It's Cold Outside!
Now that the cold weather is setting in, here are some
tips for keeping your dog safe through the winter.

To set up the game, you need a regular-sized muffin tin
and a tennis ball for each hole in the tin. Next, dig out his
favorite treats – the smelly ones are the best. Place treats
in just a few of the holes, then put a tennis ball on top of
each hole. You want your dog to use his nose to sniff out
which tennis balls are hiding treats and dislodge the tennis
balls to get to them. One of the mental challenges of this
game is for your dog to remember where he's found treats
and where he hasn't.

Salt spread on the sidewalks and drives to melt the ice can
irritate your dog’s paws. When you come inside, wipe
them with a warm, damp cloth to remove the salt, sand
and snowballs that can lodge between his toes. Use petfriendly ice melts whenever possible, and keep the fur
between his toes trimmed.
Antifreeze is poisonous for pets, so clean up any spills
from your car right away and consider using products
that contain propylene glycol rather than ethylene
glycol. Be sure to contact your vet immediately if you
think your dog has consumed any antifreeze.
If it's too cold for you, it's probably too cold for your
pets! If your dog is outdoors too long, he can freeze,
become disoriented, lost or injured. Also, never leave
your dog alone in the car during cold weather. Cars
hold in the cold and can cause hypothermia.
If you bundle up, so should your pets. Dogs are
sensitive to severe cold and are at risk for frostbite
and hypothermia during extreme cold snaps, just like
you are. Wearing a dry coat can help prevent exposed
skin like his ear tips from freezing. It is important to
limit the time your dog is outdoors in freezing temperatures. Puppies and older dogs should never be left
outside unattended.
Beware of ice! Many dogs learn to adjust their footing
on snow and ice, while others never seem to get the
connection between their speed and the need to
adjust to different surfaces. If your dog has slipped on
the ice, or is showing signs of injury such as limping or
chewing on his paws, bring him inside for rest, then
contact your vet if the signs persist.
To protect your dog from slipping on ice:
 Keep him on a leash to slow him down.
 Keep the fur between his toes trimmed to avoid
painful and dangerous ice balls from forming.
 Keep his nails trimmed to keep them from
breaking on the ice.
After a long day of playing outside, be sure to wipe the
snow and dampness off his coat. Then take a rest, so
you’re both ready for the next romp in the snow!

Place the muffin tin on the floor and encourage your dog to
check it out. When he finds a treat, praise him! Once he’s
found all of the treats, set up the game and play it again.

Hittin’ the Road with Fido?
Here’s what you need to do to
make the trip happy and safe:
1. Start by giving your dog plenty of exercise to burn off
lots of energy before you head out.
2. Make sure your dog is microchipped AND has your
contact information on his name tag to be reunited
quickly if you’re separated during the trip. Be sure to
include your destination address!
3. Along with the standard pit stop before you leave,
avoid giving your pooch food or water for a few
hours before departure to prevent accidents.
4. Over long distances, it’s best for your four-footed
buddy to travel in a crate to keep him safe. If you
don’t crate your dog, keep him in the back seat, away
from inflating air bags if there’s an accident.
5. Do NOT roll down the window and let your dog stick
his head out! That risks debris damaging his eyes,
especially at high speeds.
6. To avoid tummy upsets, acclimate your dog to the
tap water at your new location by using bottled water and gradually adding a little tap water to his bowl
at a time.
7. To prevent the new surroundings from being quite so
strange to your dog, bring a favorite toy, blanket or treat
with you to make him more comfortable and at ease.
8. If you’re camping out or hiking during your trip, see
the vet when you return to make sure your buddy
hasn’t picked up any parasites and other pests along
the way.
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A Few Tips on Training
Training should always be a fun and
enjoyable experience for you and your
dog. To ensure your dog stays motivated, keep your training sessions short – just 5 to 10 minutes.

Play the Flower Pot Game
The flower pot scenting game is an easy and fun
game for your dog. Dogs of all ages love playing it.

Focus first on the basic obedience commands – sit, down,
stay, come and heel. Leave it is also important for him to
learn. Ensuring your dog knows these commands could
keep him safe and out of trouble.
If your dog doesn’t respond appropriately to a command
after several attempts, don’t reward him. Wait a few seconds, then resume the training session with a simpler command. You can go back and try the more complicated command again later.
Make sure the reward you use is the one your dog wants
most, whether it’s praise, a favorite toy or an eagerly
sought treat. If you use treats, they should be small, no
bigger than the size of your fingernail and it’s most practical to use a treat that doesn’t crumble or need to be
chewed. If you’re using praise, deliver it with great enthusiasm, in high singsong tones.

You'll need three small to medium-sized identical
flower pots of clay, plastic or ceramic that have a
hole in the bottom. Next you’ll need some treats
your dog really likes with a strong smell, such as
swiss cheese or hot dogs.
First, you need to teach your dog the game. Invert
one pot and place a treat under it. Tell your dog,
“find it,” and tap the pot to attract your dog's attention. When he sniffs the hole in the pot, praise him
and tip the pot so he can find and eat the treat. Repeat this a few times, then take a break.
At the next training session, repeat the lesson above
a couple of times, then with the next repetition,
don't tap the top of the pot when you ask your dog
to find it. When your dog shows that he smells the
treat, encourage him to get the treat himself. He may
paw it or tip it over with his nose. Be sure to praise
him and let him get the treat. Repeat this a few times
and take a break.

Never, never, NEVER use punishment as part of training
your dog; it should never include yelling, hitting, jerking his
chain, or in any way causing your dog pain or humiliation.
Each session should be fun and upbeat, with positive rewards for the appropriate responses.

At the following session, set out two pots, but only
use one for treats. Vary the position of the pot with
the treat and encourage your dog to search for it,
telling him to “find it!” When he can search two pots
and find the right one, set out the third pot. Again,
just put a treat under one and shuffle the pots every
time so your dog has to search for the treat. Praise
him when he finds it!

Be sure to end each session on a positive note. Give your
dog a command you know he has already mastered, then
reward him for a job well done. Finish the session with the
same command each time, such as “release” or “done.”

Keep your training sessions short, with just a half
dozen searches each time. You want to build excitement so your dog is eager to play games with you.
You can do that by using great treats, giving lots of
praise and stopping the game before he gets tired
or bored.
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What’s Ahead?
Adoption Events
Watch RoverRescue.org for weekly adoption events!
14th Annual Rover Rescue Dog Show
Saturday, May 6, 10am – 2pm
Aurora Turners Club, 500 E. Indian Trail, Aurora
Watch for details in the next issue of the Good Dog! Gazette.
Donate This Holiday
Make a difference this season with a donation from your
family to ours! Go to RoverRescue.org, then click on Help Us
and Donate. The homeless dogs and puppies of Rover Rescue
will thank you!
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